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ABSTRACT: The Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM) has been applied to the recently 
synthesized alkaline-earth cubic Oh-symmetric complexes Ca(CO)8 (1), Sr(CO)8 (2), and Ba(CO)8 (3). 
Theoretical calculations reveal that M–CO interactions in these complexes can be properly described as 
highly polar bonds, showing some features traditionally associated to transition-metal bonding, 
although with noticeable differences as well. In this sense, (M–C) and (M···O) delocalization 
indexes for bonding and non-bonding interactions, Electron Localization Funcion (ELF) analyses, 
Source Function (SF) calculations, and the Interacting Quantum Atoms (IQA) approach, among other 
methodologies, produce results consistent with interactions dominated by electrostatics between the CO 
ligands and alkaline-earth metals, with an increasing degree of covalency on going from 1 to 3, and 








The study of the bonding between metal atoms and CO ligands has a long tradition in chemistry and it 
is essential to understand reactivity, surface chemistry, and catalysis.1 The most commonly used 
description of M–CO bonding when M = Transition metal (TM) uses the Dewar-Chatt-Duncanson 
model (DCD), namely, -donation from the CO group to an empty orbital of the TM and -back-
donation from the TM to a * orbital of the CO group.2 The back-bonding into the unoccupied * 
orbital of the CO group is used as well to explain the CO stretch frequency red shift of the so-called 
“classical” carbonyl complexes,3 which represent the great majority of TM carbonyl complexes. In 
non-classical carbonyl complexes the  back-bonding is of less importance, resulting in no red-shift or 
even leading to a blue shift.4 Recently, the synthesis and spectroscopic characterization of the 
complexes Ca(CO)8, Sr(CO)8, and Ba(CO)8, followed by a theoretical Electron Density Analysis 
(EDA-NOCV),5 led the authors to conclude that the DCD model is also valid to explain the M–CO 
bonding in these alkaline-earth compounds, as well as the strong observed red shift of their C–O 
stretching frequencies.6 However, this conclusion is far from being clear since other authors have 
claimed that the flexibility in the chosen starting reference state needed for EDA calculations may well 
be misleading, since an alternative EDA analysis using a different reference state leads exactly to the 
opposite conclusion; i.e., the simple DCD model is not valid to explain the bonding in these alkaline-
earth carbonyls.7 In addition, a recent Density Functional Theory (DFT) theoretical study on Mg(CO)8, 
Ca(CO)8, and Ti(CO)82+, has found a considerable CO red-shift without the presence of metal–carbon  
bonds in the Mg(CO)8 cluster, leading to the general conclusion that the CO red-shift in metal–carbonyl 
bonds is not always dependent on d functions alone, although the presence of d functions and the 
formation of M–C  bonds does always increase the covalency of the metal–CO interaction.8 
In order to shed some additional light on the nature of the bonding in these important class of 
compounds, we have used the Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM),9 as well as the 
Electron Localization Function approach (ELF),10 which are two different and complimentary ways of 
partitioning the molecular electron density. As opposed to the Molecular Orbital (MO) theory, these 
approaches are based on the electron density (a real space function), which is an observable that may be 
obtained either from X-ray data or theoretical calculations. Both QTAIM and ELF methodologies, 
combined with other related to them, like the Source Function (SF)11 and the Interacting Quantum 
Atoms approach (IQA)12 have been applied so far to a plethora of organometallic compounds, with and 
without transition metals, giving unambiguous, stable, and robust results, which are almost independent 
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of the model chemistry used (i.e, method of calculation, density functional and basis set).13 Previously 
published theoretically optimized structures of 1, 2, and 3 in their ground states (triplet states, Oh 
symmetry) were used in the present study, in order to obtain results more directly comparable to the 
ones of Wu et al. (see the Supporting Information for tables of coordinates: Table S1).5 Four theoretical 
models have been utilized (see below, the Experimental Section for details), which in the following 
will be denoted: SO-M06-2X/QZ4P (model 1), SO-B3LYP-D3/QZ4P (model 2), M06-D3/6-
311++G(3df,3pd),DKH3-QZP (model 3), and B3P86-D3/6-311++G(3df,3pd),DKH3-QZP (model 4). 
The four models use all-electron basis sets for all atoms (including metal atoms), but while the first two 
models utilize a fully relativistic hamiltonian with spin-orbit (SO) terms,14 the last two models use a 
non-relativistic hamiltonian. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The images in Figure 1 show all atoms corresponding to each complex and the complete set of bond 
critical points (bcp’s), as well as bond paths (bp’s) connecting bonded atoms through their 
corresponding bcp’s. From the orthodox QTAIM point of view, the presence of a bp and a bcp between 
two atoms is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a bonding interaction between 
both atoms,9a although it is well known that alternative interpretations are also possible, particularly 
when weak and very weak interactions are involved.13e Two main features, which these complexes 
have in common with TM–CO compounds,15 may be appreciated from Figure 1. Firstly, bp’s in the 
three complexes are perfectly straight lines, meaning that no significant differences between bond path 
lengths and interatomic distances are found (see below for a more quantitative discussion of this point). 
Secondly, while M–C bcp’s are located approximately at the midpoints of their corresponding bp’s, C–
O bcp’s are clearly closer to C atoms than to O atoms (the Supporting Information gives the exact M–





Figure 1. Molecular graph of 1, 2, and 3, showing bond critical points (small red spheres) and bond paths (thin lines). 
 
In Figure 2 gradient trajectory maps of the total electron density in a C−M−C plane of complexes 1, 
2, and 3 are shown, where the atomic basins of Ca, Sr, and Ba, respectively, are displayed (CO ligands 
are also shown). Differences in metal-atom basin’s size may be clearly appreciated from Figure 2, 
while basins for C and O atoms are basically identical in the three complexes, as expected. 
 
 
Figure 2. Gradient trajectories mapped on total electron density plots (contour levels at 0.1 e Å–3) in C-M-C planes of 
compounds 1, 2, and 3, showing atomic basins, stationary points (blue circles), bp’s (red lines), and bcp’s (red circles). 
 
Atomic electric charges are obtained by integration of the electron density inside each atomic basin. 
In Table 1 a comparison between QTAIM charges of all atoms in 1, 2, and 3 using the four theoretical 
models is made, showing small differences between non-relativistic and relativistic models in the case 
of complexes 1 and 2, but significant differences for the Ba atom in complex 3, as expected. In the 
three complexes the metal center has a zero formal oxidation state and the atomic charge for the metal 
atom is approximately +1.4 e, which is about 50% higher than typical values found for transition 
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metals in carbonyl compounds. For instance, using similar calculation methods, Mn, Tc, and Re atomic 
charges in M2(CO)12 complexes are between +0.9 e and +1.1 e,15f Os charges in Os3(CO)12, Os3(-
H)2(CO)10, Os3(-H)(-OH)(CO)10, and Os3(-H)(-Cl)(CO)10 are between +0.75 e and +1.0 e,15g and 
V, Cr, Mn, and Fe charges in, respectively, the highly symmetric octahedral complexes [V(CO)6]-, 
Cr(CO)6, [Mn(CO)6]+, and [Fe(CO)6]2+, are between +0.9 e and +1.2 e,15j among many other instances 
in the given references. The Coulomb electrostatic potential (ESP), represented in Figure 3, is even 
more informative than monopolar charges alone, since it includes multipolar expansion terms, showing 
a clear separation between metal and CO charges in the three complexes. These results are consistent 
with a high electrostatic contribution to the M−CO bonding interaction in 1, 2, and 3. 
 
Table 1. Atomic charges, Q(A) (e), for all 
atoms in compounds 1, 2, and 3a 
Complex Mb C O 
1 1.415 1.013 –1.190 
 1.523 0.934 –1.125 
 1.437 0.994 –1.173 
 1.463 0.988 –1.171 
2 1.422 1.010 –1.188 
 1.496 0.973 –1.170 
 1.401 0.998 –1.173 
 1.433 0.992 –1.171 
3 1.354 1.025 –1.194 
 1.430 0.994 –1.172 
 1.231 1.023 –1.176 
 1.293 1.015 –1.175 
aModels: SO-M06-2X/QZ4P (first row), SO-B3LYP-
D3/QZ4P (second row), M06-D3/6-311++G(3df,3pd), 
DKH3-QZP (third row), and B3P86-D3/6-311++ 






Figure 3. Electrostatic potential (au) mapped on a 0.03 e Å−3 electron density isosurface for 1, 2, and 3. 
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Local topological properties of the electron density (i.e., those calculated at a bcp) have been 
frequently used to successfully analyze the bonding in all kinds of compounds, particularly those 
containing metal atoms. The electron density (ρb), the ellipticity (εb), the Laplacian of the electron 
density (2ρb), the kinetic energy density ratio (Gb/ρb), and the total energy density ratio (Hb/ρb, with 
H(r) = G(r) + V(r) and 1/42ρ(r) = 2G(r) + V(r), where V(r) is the potential energy density) are the 
most common of those properties.13,15 Generally speaking, local topological properties are related to the 
strength and nature of the interactions for which a bcp is present and may be used to classify bonds 
between the traditional chemical categories; i.e. closed-shell vs. open-shell, as well as to distinguish 
between pure covalent, polar-covalent, dative, and ionic bonds, among others.15 For metal-ligand 
bonds, like an M−C interaction, a typical donor-acceptor covalent bond has a relatively small value of 
ρb, a relatively large and positive value of 2ρb, a negative and less-than-one value of Hb/ρb, and a 
value higher than one of Gb/ρb. The ellipticity, which measures the deviation from a perfect cylindrical 
symmetry (ε = 0) of the electron density along a bp, can take any value for a general metal−ligand 
interaction, being usually zero for TM−CO bonds. 
In Table 2, values of the above mentioned local topological properties for all bonds of complexes 1, 
2, and 3, and using the four theoretical models, are included. As may be seen in Table 2 the ellipticity is 
zero for both M−C and C−O bcp’s, which is because the eigenvalues of the electron-density’s Hessian 
matrix are degenerate due to the symmetry of the three molecules. As mentioned above, it is 
noteworthy that M−C bond path lengths in 1, 2, and 3 are exactly equal to their interatomic distances 
(tables of interatomic distances are given in the Supporting Information: Table S2), which added to the 
exactly zero values for εb, confirms that they are cylindrical straight bond paths, with no curvature at 
all, like the ones found in many typical TM−CO bonds.15 However, the small (<1) values of ρb, added 
to the small positive values of 2ρb, the small (<1) positive values for Hb/ρb, and the less-than-one 
values of Gb/ρb, shown by all M−C bonds in Table 2, are typical of weak donor-acceptor interactions of 
a high electrostatic nature. As a comparison, a typical TM−CO interaction, like Ru−CO bonds in the 
triruthenium cluster [Ru3(μ-H)2(μ3-κ2-MeImCH)(CO)9] (Me2Im = 1,3-dimethylimidazol-2-ylidene),15a 
has ρb = 0.951 e Å–3 (more than five times higher than in 1−3), 2ρb = 13.304 e Å–5 (again, more than 
five times higher than in 1−3), Hb/ρb = –0.393 h e–1 (a negative value, typical of open-shell 
interactions), and Gb/ρb = 1.372 h e–1 (higher than one), with results very similar in many other 





Table 2. QTAIM local and integral properties for bonding interactions of complexes 1, 2, 
and 3a  
Bondb Complex d  (Å)c b (e Å–3)d 2b (e Å–5)e Hb/b (h e–1)f Gb/b (h e–1)g bh (A–B)i 
M–C 1 2.602 0.172 2.636 0.101 0.972 0.000 ------ 
  2.600 0.174 2.572  0.094  0.941 0.000 ------ 
  2.602 0.171 2.714  0.125  0.986 0.000 0.162 
  2.600 0.172 2.747 0.130 1.013 0.000 0.159 
 2 2.752 0.162 2.256 0.082 0.893 0.000 ------ 
  2.751 0.165 2.190 0.075 0.854 0.000 ------ 
  2.752 0.163 2.176 0.075 0.860 0.000 0.185 
  2.751 0.167 2.186 0.069 0.847 0.000 0.181 
 3 2.960 0.141 1.776 0.065 0.817 0.000 ------ 
  2.964 0.146 1.706 0.077 0.741 0.000 ------ 
  2.960 0.145 1.836 0.084 0.802 0.000 0.230 
  2.964 0.148 1.839 0.078 0.792 0.000 0.223 
C–O 1 1.127 3.409 12.349 –1.970 2.224 0.000 ------ 
  1.134 3.464 12.348 –1.955 2.205 0.000 ------ 
  1.127 3.415 4.196 –1.967 2.053 0.000 1.696 
  1.134 3.450 7.208 –2.001 2.147 0.000 1.700 
 2 1.126 3.417 11.944 –1.972 2.217 0.000 ------ 
  1.134 3.469 11.943 –1.962 2.203 0.000 ------ 
  1.126 3.421 4.193 –1.970 2.056 0.000 1.708 
  1.134 3.456 7.222 –2.003 2.149 0.000 1.713 
 3 1.125 3.419 13.568 –1.965 2.243 0.000 ------ 
  1.133 3.465 13.567 –1.951 2.225 0.000 ------ 
  1.125 3.432 4.205 –1.973 2.059 0.000 1.719 
  1.133 3.466 7.321 –2.006 2.154 0.000 1.725 
aModels: SO-M06-2X/QZ4P (first row), SO-B3LYP-D3/QZ4P (second row), M06-D3/6-311++G(3df,3pd),DKH3-QZP 
(third row), and B3P86-D3/6-311++G(3df,3pd),DKH3-QZP (fourth row). bM = Ca (1), Sr (2), Ba (3). cBond path length. 
dElectron density at the bcp. eLaplacian of the electron density at the bcp. fTotal energy density ratio at the bcp. gKinetic 





However, it is well known that integral indexes are even more useful than local indexes for 
characterizing bonds in compounds containing metal atoms.9,10 Integral topological properties are 
calculated along a bond path, over an interatomic surface or over a whole atomic basin. Among them, 
the delocalization index (DI), (A–B), which can be considered a covalent bond order measure since it 
is directly related to the number of electron pairs shared between atoms A and B, is by far the integral 
index that has been most frequently used. For metal-ligand bonds, like an M−C interaction, a typical 
donor-acceptor covalent bond has a value of DI approximately equal to the formal bond order. In Table 
2 (last column), (A–B) values of M–C and C–O bonds for 1, 2, and 3 are included. While the values 
obtained for the C–O bonds in these complexes are equivalent to those found in TM–CO compounds, 
those calculated for M–C bonds are clearly smaller. For instance, (M–CO) in [M2(CO)10] (M = Mn, 
Tc, Re) lies between 1.12 and 1.19 for axial carbonyls, and between 0.94 and 0.99 for equatorial 
carbonyls, with similar values for trinuclear complexes,15f (Ru–CO) in the above mentioned [Ru3(μ-
H)2(μ3-κ2-MeImCH)(CO)9] complex, as well as in [RuH(κ3N,H,H-mapyBH3)(CO)(PiPr3)] (Hmapy = 2-
(methylamino)-pyridine) are, respectively, 1.089 and 1.413,15a,e while (Os–CO) in several Os carbonyl 
complexes lies between 1.04 and 1.0815g, among many other instances with similar results.15c,h,i In all 
these instances, the TM–CO bond can be interpreted as a donor-acceptor covalent interaction with a 
bond order of about unity which follows the classical DCD model of a key-lock mechanism. On the 
other hand, for the highly symmetric octahedral TM complexes [V(CO)6]-, Cr(CO)6, and [Mn(CO)6]+, 
for which the simple DCD model does not give the complete picture, δ(TM–CO) takes the values 0.62, 
0.74, and 0.68, respectively, showing nevertheless a high degree of covalency.15j Values in Table 2 for 
(M–CO) in 1, 2, and 3 clearly show a much lower degree of covalency, which can be estimated to be 
approximately 16%, 18%, and 23% for Ca–C, Sr–C, and Ba–C, respectively, from these DI’s alone, 
assuming a DI value of one for a formal bond order of one in a pure covalent 2c-2e bond without 
delocalization (but see below for a more quantitative discussion on this point). 
Detecting π-back-donation from the point of view of QTAIM can be made from the δ(M···OCO) 
delocalization index, since π-back-donation involves significant M···OCO interaction.13b For instance, 
δ(Cu···O) and δ(B···O) in, respectively, [Cu(CO)2]+ and H3BCO, where no π-back-donation exists, are 
very low, 0.09 and 0.04, respectively. On the other hand, δ(M···OCO) values for Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Tc, 
Ru, Re, and Os carbonyl complexes are much higher, ranging from 0.15 to 0.25.13,15 Values of the 
δ(M···OCO) index calculated for complexes 1, 2, and 3, which are shown in Table 3, are even lower 
than δ(B···O) in H3BCO, displaying a negligible π-back-donation effect in these compounds. 
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Interestingly enough, for the octahedral complexes [V(CO)6]-, Cr(CO)6, and [Mn(CO)6]+, δ(M···OCO) 
takes the values 0.11, 0.10, and 0.05, respectively, with similar values for the index δ(CCO···CCO) 
between neighboring carbonyl groups, leading the authors to propose a multicentre interaction in these 
complexes to describe the bonding better than the simple DCD model.15j Values of δ(CCO···CCO) for 
1−3 are, respectively 0.10, 0.08, and 0.07, which are not negligible at all since each CO ligand has 
three adjacent CO groups at the same distance, showing that COCO interactions also play an 
important role in the bonding of these compounds. On the other hand, for the recently synthesized 
cation BaCO+,15k δ(Ba···O) gives results between 0.137 and 0.139, calculated in this work using the 
same calculation methods than for 1−3, which are certainly close to the typical values exhibit by this 
index in most transition-metal carbonyl complexes, showing that in this particular case there is indeed a 
significant -back-donation, consistent with the DCD model for the Ba-CO bond. 
 
Table 3. Delocalization indexes, (A···B), for M···O non-bonding 
interactions in complexes 1, 2, and 3 
Model Ca···O Sr···O Ba···O 
M06-D3/6-311++G(3df,3pd),DKH3-QZP 0.021 0.023 0.032 
B3P86-D3/6-311++G(3df,3pd),DKH3-QZP 0.021 0.024 0.033 
 
 
An alternative but related way to study the nature of M–CO interactions is the calculation of bond 
orders. For non-polar bonds, the delocalization index is usually very close to Mayer’s fuzzy bond order 
(FBO), but they quantitatively differ for polar bonds. FBO is essentially the DI calculated in fuzzy 
atomic space.16 Commonly the magnitude of FBO is close to usual Mayer bond order,17 especially for 
low-polar bonds, but much more stable with respect to the change in basis set. It is also worth noting 
that Lu’s Laplacian bond order (LBO) reflects only the covalent component of a bond, while FBO may 
be regarded as total bond order.18 Therefore the difference between LBO and FBO may be used to 
reveal bond polarity. Analogously, the widely used Wiberg bond order (WBO) tends to overestimates 
bond order for polar bonds with reference to conventional Mayer’s bond order.19 In Table 4 three types 
of bond order are shown for M–C and C–O bonds in complexes 1–3. As may be seen in Table 4, FBO 
and WBO values are very similar to each other for M–C bonds and much higher than LBO values, 
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which are even smaller than DI values (see Table 2). Differences between LBO values and both FBO 
and WBO values can be associated to the high polarity of M–C bonds in the three complexes. 
 
Table 4. Bond orders of bonding interactions 
in 1, 2, and 3 
Bonda        FBOb      LBOc   WBOd 
M–C 0.542 0.103 0.490 
 0.639 0.164 0.609 
 0.607 0.120 0.626 
C–O 2.551 1.762 3.506 
 2.555 1.768 3.485 
 2.579 1.783 3.535 
aM = Ca (1) (first row), Sr (2) (second row), and Ba (3) (third 
row). bMayer’s fuzzy bond order. c Lu’s Laplacian bond order. 
dWiberg’s bond order. Model: M06-D3/6-
311++G(3df,3pd),DKH3-QZP. More values are given in the 
Supporting Information (Table S3). 
 
An additional tool for characterizing bonding interactions is the integrated electron density over the 
whole interatomic surface, AB , which is an integral topological property related to the bond 
strength.9-11 Table 5 collects values of this property for M–C and C–O bonds in 1, 2, and 3, showing 
that the former are between four and five times weaker than usual TM–CO bonds, whose typical values 
of this index are between 2.2 and 2.7 e Å–1.13,15 
Another integral property that can be calculated from QTAIM atomic basins is the Source Function 
(SF), which represents the contribution, in percentage, of each atomic basin to the electron density at a 
particular point of the molecule (for instance, at a bcp).10 In Table 6, the SF% at M–C and C–O bcp’s 
of each atom is included for complexes 1, 2, and 3. Not surprisingly, almost a 100% of the contribution 
at each C–O bcp in 1–3 comes from the two bonded atoms (C and O), with only a very small 
contribution from the metal and from the other CO groups (less than 0.5% in total). Rather 
interestingly, in M–C bonds of 1–3 the bonded C atom acts as a sink (negative contribution) instead of 
as a source, where the additional positive contributions (apart from the C-bonded M and O atoms) 
come from the other CO ligands, not bonded to the C atom. In typical TM–CO interactions, the 
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contribution from the bonded C atom to the M–C bcp is usually high and positive. For instance, in 
Mn2(CO)10 the SF contributions from Mn, C, and O atoms to each Mn–C bcp are, respectively, 
32.65%, 34.78%, and 12.51%, in Tc2(CO)10 the equivalent contributions from Tc, C, and O atoms are, 
respectively, 36.18%, 33.83%, and 13.18%, and in Re2(CO)10 they are 36.91%, 34.45%, and 12.22%, 
respectively for Re, C, and O atoms.15f For the BaCO+ cation, the contributions calculated in this work 
are, respectively, 50.73%, 15.19%, and 34.08%, which are consistent with a typical Ba–CO covalent 
bond. On the contrary, the negative SF contribution of C atoms to the electron density at M–C bcp’s in 
1–3 is a clear sign of an interaction dominated by electrostatics.11,13d 
 
Table 5. Electron density 
integrated over the interatomic 
surface, AB  (e Å–1), for M–C 
and C–O interactions of 1, 2, and 
3a 
Complex M–Cb C–O 
1 0.366 3.263 
 0.351 3.283 
2 0.434 3.257 
 0.413 3.280 
3 0.699 3.251 
 0.679 3.275 
aModels:M06-D3/6-311++G(3df,3pd), DKH3-
QZP (first row) and B3P86-D3/6-
311++G(3df,3pd), DKH3-QZP (second row). bM 






Table 6. SF contributions (%) of each atom 
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to the electron density at the bcp of bonding 
interactions in 1, 2, and 3 
Bond        Ma      C   O 
M–C 23.402 –3.383  47.079 
 26.736 –3.736 48.535 
 29.561 –7.151 51.962 
C–O 0.016 40.508 58.936 
 0.023 40.558 58.978 
 0.036 40.536 59.072 
aM = Ca (1) (first row), Sr (2) (second row), and Ba (3) (third 
row). Model: M06-D3/6-311++G(3df,3pd), DKH3-QZP. More 
values are given in the Supporting Information (Table S4). 
 
The Interacting Quantum Atoms approach (IQA) adopts the real space partition of QTAIM to obtain 
intra- and inter-atomic energy contributions from the atomic basins.12 As opposed to traditional energy 
decomposition analyses, like EDA-NOCV, it is not necessary to define ambiguous fragments or 
reference states to perform the calculations, since the atomic basins are already given by the underlying 
QTAIM approach. In this way, it is possible to partition the interaction energy between two atomic 
basins A and B (which can represent either bonded or non-bonded atoms), ABE int , into a classical term, 
AB







AB VVE +=int . 
AB
clV  and 
AB
xcV  can be associated with 
the electrostatic and covalent contributions to the interaction energy, respectively, which can be either 
negative (stabilizing interaction) or positive (destabilizing interaction).15j,20 Table 7 collects both 
contributions to the interaction energy for M–C, C–O, and M···O interactions in complexes 1–3. 
Notwithstanding each destabilizing M–C interaction is quite large, due to the substantial positive 
charges on both M and C atoms (Table 1), the three molecules are stable thanks to the stabilizing 
interactions C–O and M···O, the former a typical polar bond (70% electrostatics and 30% covalent) 
and the latter almost pure electrostatics (more than 99%). By adding the values in Table 7 for M–C and 
M···O interactions, the covalent contribution to each M–CO bond can be estimated to be 32% for Ca–
CO, 37% for Sr–CO, and 48% for Ba–CO, which are lower than those found in typical transition-metal 
carbonyl complexes. For instance, TM–CO interactions in complexes [Fe(CO)4]2-, [Co(CO)4]-, 
Ni(CO)4, and [Co6X(CO)16]− (X = As, P), are clearly dominated by the covalent contribution, while for 
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the octahedral complexes [Ti(CO)6]2-, [V(CO)6]-, Cr(CO)6, [Mn(CO)6]+, and [Fe(CO)6]2+ both 
contributions (covalent and electrostatic) play a similar role.20,21 
A complementary way to the QTAIM partitioning of the molecular electron density is given by the 
Electron Localization Function (ELF) approach, which is a measure of the likelihood of finding an 
electron in the neighborhood of a reference electron.22 ELF provides a useful method for mapping the 
electron pair probability and it is usually considered a kind of visualization of VSEPR theory, since it 
shows a clear separation in shells between core and valence electrons, as well as clearly visualizes 
covalent bonds and lone pairs, among other features. Dimensionless ELF ( 10   ) of the Ba complex 
is depicted in Figure 4, where disynaptic valence basins, V(Ba,C) and V(C,O), corresponding to Ba–C 
and C–O interactions, are shown, as well as monosynaptic basins located at carbonyl O atoms, V(O), 
corresponding to lone pairs (similar figures for Ca and Sr complexes are included in the Supporting 
Information: Figure S1). Despite the fact that bonding basins V(Ba,C) have a disynaptic character, this 
is mainly a closed-shell interaction, according to the distances between V(Ba,C) and the core basins 
C(C) and C(Ba), as previously reported for the Cr(CO)6 complex, for which the physical origin of 
metal–CO bonds is different from the common DCD bonding model in TM–CO complexes.2,23 For 
values greater than  = 0.10 the different Ba–CO basins separate from each other, as expected since the 
interaction between CO groups is scarce. At  = 0.58 V(Ba,C) separates from the pattern domain, 
identifying the almost electrostatic character of the Ba–C interaction ( = 0.5 is the value which 
corresponds to an homogenous electron gas). On the other hand, C–O covalent bond separates into 
V(O) and V(C,O) only when  reaches the high value of 0.80 (Figure 4). Similar results are obtained 
for the Ca and Sr complexes 1 and 2. The two-dimensional projection of ELF depicted in Figure 5 for 
the Ba complex shows that electron pairs are localized close to the valence basins of both metal and 
carbon atoms (and in the lone pairs of oxygen atoms as well), where 1 , but scarcely in the regions 
between Ba and C atoms, where  is close to zero. In fact, the  function has a minimum, 
approximately equal to 0.05 (almost complete delocalization), next to M–C bcp’s in the three 
complexes (see Figure S3 in the Supporting Information). In addition, when only  molecular orbitals 
are taken into account to calculate ELF (a procedure which is commonly known as ELF-),22,23 a 
featureless picture is obtained in the metal-ligand bonding regions of 1–3, showing that only  MO’s 
contribute to this function in these regions (see Figure S5 in the Supporting Information). This behavior 
is observed in other functions too, like in LBO- and WBO-, giving values of 0.001 and 0.058, 
respectively, for the Ba–C  bond order (compare with 0.120 and 0.626 in Table 4 for the global bond 
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order), with equivalent results for the other two complexes. When Ba-C bond orders are calculated for 
the BaCO+ cation, the following results are obtained: WBO is 1.054 while WBO- is 0.391 (substantial 
contribution of  MO’s), and FBO is 1.030, while FBO- is 0.371 (again substantial contribution of  
MO’s), which are consistent with a relevant -back-donation in this particular compound. 
 
Table 7. IQA contributions (in 
kcal mol-1) to the bonding 
interaction energy ( ABE int ) in 1, 2, 
and 3 
Interactiona        
AB
clV
     
AB
xcV   
M–C 122.611 –18.733  
 117.024 –20.521 
 102.304 –23.172 
C–O –699.709 –299.452 
 –703.590 –300.431 
 –715.873 –301.222 
M···O –164.842 –1.060 
 –154.204 –1.149 
 –129.028 –1.450 
aM = Ca (1) (first row), Sr (2) (second row), and 
Ba (3) (third row). Model: M06-D3/6-
311++G(3df,3pd),DKH3-QZP. More values are 




Figure 4. Electron Localization Function (ELF) isosurface, at  = 0.8, for the Ba(CO)8 complex. Color codes: C(Ba), C(C), 
and C(O): green; V(Ba,C): red; V(C,O): orange; V(O): blue. Additional figures are shown in the Supporting Information. 
 
Figure 5. Electron Localization Function (ELF) projection on a C–Ba–C plane for the Ba(CO)8 complex (distances in 
bohrs). Additional figures are shown in the Supporting Information. 
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Two further tools that can be used to characterize interactions like the ones observed in complexes 
1–3 are the Reduced Density Gradient method (RDG) and the Density Overlap Regions Indicator 
(DORI), which are particularly useful for the analysis of weak interactions as they are two different 
flavors of the generally called Non-covalent interaction index (NCI).24 To distinguish weak interaction 








s , which discriminates weak interactions (small , very small , 








( )  ( )622 ///   , is close to 1 in bonding regions and close to 0 at nuclei and far from the 
molecule, with the particularity that both covalent and non-covalent interactions can be visualized 
simultaneously (see the Supporting Information, Figure S4). In Figure 6, the RDG of the three 
complexes is plotted against sign(2), where 2 is the second highest eigenvalue of the electron 
density’s Hessian matrix. The three spikes at the bottom of each plot, which point towards low values 
of , reveal the existence of non-covalent interactions in 1–3 complexes. By taking the value s = 0.5 
(horizontal lines in Figure 6), the isosurfaces depicted in Figure 7 show only the weak interactions and, 
at the same time, can discriminate between different types of non-covalent interactions, being the 
strongest ones those corresponding to M–C bonding interactions (2 negative and  between 0.020 and 
0.025 au, see Figure 6 and Table 2), while the smallest ones ( between 0.005 and 0.010 au, see Figure 
6) refer to even weaker intramolecular van der Waals interactions between CO groups, including both 
attractive (negative 2) and repulsive (positive 2) interactions. Since the latter are very small, they do 
not generate the emergence of bcp’s or bp’s between C atoms at the equilibrium geometries. Similarly, 
a totally symmetric vibration, which preserves the Oh symmetry (like the one which transforms one 
theoretically optimized model into the other) does not reveal new bp’s or bcp’s. Not surprisingly, a 
small non-symmetric perturbation of the geometry (for instance, by opening a single C–M–C angle or 
stretching a single M–C bond) does lead to the presence of such bp’s connecting neighboring CO 
groups, as has been observed previously, for instance, in the Co2(CO)8 complex.25a However, it should 
be emphasized that the presence of bcp’s and bp’s alone is not a definitive sign of non-covalent 
interactions between the C atoms (in the traditional chemical sense), as previous studies have recently 
shown,25b although they may be used to confirm the existence of such interactions revealed by other 








Figure 7. Reduced Density Gradient isosurfaces (s = 0.5) for 1, 2, and 3. Color code: blue (relatively strong attraction:  > 




Bonding in alkaline-earth carbonyl complexes Ca(CO)8 (1), Sr(CO)8 (2), and Ba(CO)8 (3) in their 
ground states (T, Oh) has been theoretically analyzed using both the Quantum Theory of Atoms in 
Molecules (QTAIM) and the Electron Localization Function (ELF) approaches, through the calculation 
of several tools related to bond order, bond strength, and covalent/electrostatic character of bonds, 
among others. The main conclusions obtained from the current study are as follows. 
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(1) M–CO interactions in 1, 2, and 3 are mainly of electrostatic nature, with an increasing covalent 
contribution to the energy on going from 1 to 3, which can be estimated in 32% for Ca–CO, 37% for 
Sr–CO, and 48% for Ba–CO from Interacting Quantum Atoms (IQA) calculations. 
(2) The total bond order of M–CO interactions has been estimated to be between 0.50 and 0.60, 
while the covalent contribution to the bond order lies between 0.10 and 0.15, calculated using several 
partition schemes of the electron density (Laplacian, Wiberg, Mayer’s Fuzzy, and QTAIM-DI). 
(3) No -back-donation from M to CO has been detected, since δ(M···OCO) delocalization indexes 
give negligible values, ELF- function gives featureless images in M–CO bonding regions, and  M–C 
bond orders show values one or two orders of magnitude lower than global bond orders. 
(4) Source Function calculation (SF), the Reduced Density Gradient method (RDG), and the Density 
Overlap Regions Indicator (DORI) are consistent with closed-shell interactions for the M–CO bonding 
in the three complexes, with several indexes similar to those found previously in the Cr(CO)6 complex 
(e.g. inadequacy of the simple DCD model), but with some important differences as well (e.g. Hb/b > 
0 in 1–3, while Hb/b < 0 in Cr(CO)6), which traditionally classifies Cr–CO interaction as a dative bond 
whereas M–CO bonding in 1–3 show features typical of strong intramolecular van der Waals 
interactions or several types of hydrogen bonds.26 
(5) The non-covalent intramolecular interactions between neighboring CO groups revealed by RDG 
and DORI approaches are likely to be the origin of the experimentally observed red-shifts for the CO 
stretching frequencies in these complexes. As suggested by the calculated values of δ(CCO···CCO) in 1-
3, which are not negligible at all, the delocalization of the electron density in each C–O bond towards 
its three adjacent CO···CO interactions leads to a decrease in the C–O force constant, and hence to the 





Computational Methods. Theoretically optimized geometries were obtained using two different methods: M06-2X-
D3/Def2-TZVPP and B3LYP-D3(BJ)/TZ2P (Table S1). Binding energies, ZPE corrections, and CO stretch frequencies for 
the three complexes using both methods may be seen in the Supporting Information (Tables S6 - S8). A fully relativistic 
four-component hamiltonian including spin-orbit terms in double-group symmetry, coupled with the hybrid M06-2X and 
B3LYP-D3(BJ) density functionals,27 with all-electron relativistic QZ4P basis sets, and including dispersion corrections 
with Becke-Johnson damping,28 as implemented in the ADF2012 program package,29 were used for single-point electronic 
structure calculations at the optimized geometries. These first two models are denoted, respectively, SO-M06-2X/QZ4P 
(model 1) and SO-B3LYP-D3/QZ4P (model 2).. In addition, two non-relativistic models were utilized as well: M06-D3/6-
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311++G(3df,3pd),DKH3-QZP (model 3), and B3P86-D3/6-311++G(3df,3pd),DKH3-QZP (model 4), which include, 
together with a three-parameter empirical dispersion, the all-electron 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set for C and O atoms and 
the relativistic all-electron DKH3-QZP basis set for metal atoms,30 as implemented in the GAUSSIAN09 program 
package.31 
The obtained ground-state electronic wavefunctions, which were found to be stable, were then used for the QTAIM and 
ELF calculations, which included both local and integral properties and were carried out with the AIMAll,32 AIM2000,33 
DGrid,34 Multiwfn,35 and Chimera36 program packages. The accuracy of the local properties was finally set at 1.0×10–10 
(from the gradient of the electron density at bcp’s), while that of the integral properties was established at a minimum of 
1.0×10–4 (from the Laplacian of the integrated electron density). 
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